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THE NEWSPAPER OF THE UNIVERSITY OF DENVER COLLEGE OF LAW
International Journal
Begins Publication
By Art Walsh of the foremost teachers in the
Forum Staff Writer field, having taught many of the
"The launching of the Denver nations leading International
Journal of lternational Law and jurists and scholars.
Policy Is the occasion for Dedication articles will be
rejoicing.' So writes Hardy C. included from several of his
Dillard, judge on the International former colleagues and stadents.
CrtoJustIce in The HagtuCourt of seinTeHge and several other of his students
The launching is scheduled to will he among those whose
take place this month, and it will academic presentation will he
place the University of Denver included In the volume.
College of Law in an elite group of Other item in the Journal will
o dozen American law institutions he an introduction by Dean Rohert
which publish journals of that B. Yegg and editorial comment
nature, by Jon Con, a graduate of the
For more than two years, a Coltege who was the organizing
dedicated group of students have editor-is-chiel of the Journal.
struggled to organize, edit, and The editorial board sow comisadvetis th pohlcaton. of Editor-in-Ctsief Corby Arnold,advertise the publication.Editor Bt Aderon,
According to faculty advisor Publications Editor Chuck
Ved P. Nanda, "It is a good Dickson, Articles Editors Andrew
journal." Justifying its existence, Vogt and Bob White Nanda in
Dillard commented, 'It facultyadvisor.
demonstrates that the American one of the greatest strugglen of
law student is keenly aware of the the staff has been to secure
simple fact that many critically funding for the publication An
important problems requiring students urn urged to support the
analytical treatment transcend Jonal. The first volume,
national frontiers ... and that consisting of one noon, will he
space limitations prevent madeavailabte to students lortho
orthodox law reviews from coping price of $250 Subsequent volumes
with the many-faceted theoretical will hase two ioes and will be
and practical dilemmas which sold at a ntudent rate of $4 50
these problems generate" Members of the stall are al
Included in the first volume wilt calling on their fellow stodents for
be a wide range of topics by noted pport in kind - as workers for
writers from around the nation the Journal Beginning Oct It
and the world. Such topics as the training program fur prospective
right to travel, responses to candidates was initiated, and it
crimes of discrimination and will cosne for several weeks.
genocide, the role of developing Students having the time and
coontries in arms limitations, and ined may work either on the
freedom of exploration in outer bosiness or literary aspects of the
space, will be covered. Journal.
The initial issue will also The Denver Journol at
contain a dedication to Professor Intersatisnal Law and Policy
Myres McDougal, who has been ests with a separate hot
called "A pioneer for the year similarly inclined group of
2010." McDougal is not only students, the International Law
authority on International Law. Society. The wo organizations
having published more than 50 have gives the College a degree of
articles and books on various prominence in the told of
aspects of the shbject, hot in one int lnational law.
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14,1!r71
7Z7
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and Virginia Journal of International Law.
